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Chapter 1 : 51 Popular Companies that Donate to Nonprofit Organizations
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Applications must be received by 5 p. In answering the questions below, please limit the number of pages
submitted to three sheets single-sided in addition to the cover sheet. Proposals longer than three pages may not
be considered. Review your saved application. Submitting a final report? Applications are only accepted
online. Please submit applications electronically by completing our user-friendly online application. If you
have questions, contact The Clorox Company Foundation. Applications must be received electronically by 5
p. Applicants are required to complete a cover sheet, answer the questions listed below, and submit the
requested attachments. If your agency received funding from Clorox last year, submit a year-end report with
your application. Briefly describe the population that you plan to serve with the funds requested, including the
number of individuals, geographic location, age, socio-economic status, race, ethnicity, language, gender, etc.
If you are providing services to Oakland students, please list the schools and indicate if any are Title I
Schools. Describe the project and the expected outcomes of the project for which you are requesting funds.
Include the methods you will use to evaluate the project. Be sure to cite ways you will measure impact.
Explain any significant changes in agency revenues or expenses from one year to the next as well as the nature
and purpose of any cash reserves or endowment. List in-kind or other non-cash contributions. Explain any
significant changes in staffing or Board leadership. Discuss significant partnerships with other agencies.
Attachments Please label all attachments and indicate the dates that each document covers: Staff List â€”
Include position titles. Board List â€” Include current officers and board of directors and their professional
affiliations. Project Budget â€” List each staff position separately and include percentage of time spent on
project. Indicate the items to be supported by the requested grant. List the percentage of the project budget you
are requesting. Agency Budget â€” Revenue indicate committed and anticipated and expenses for the current
fiscal year. Grants List â€” List the sources that you are soliciting for this project, noting committed dollars
and pending grants. Fiscal Agent â€” Please include a confirmation letter from your fiscal agent, if
appropriate. Instructions for Community Development Program Following foundation grant guidelines,
Clorox manufacturing plants and remote offices operate small giving programs in their local communities.
These programs are administered independently and generally serve nonprofit organizations within a
three-to-five mile radius of these facilities. To learn more about our Community Development Program, please
email community. A concept paper is the initial step in requesting an education grant from The Clorox
Company Foundation. Your concept paper should include the following information and should be emailed to
cloroxfndt eastbaycf. Brief program overview, including how long your organization has been offering this
program Objectives.
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Art of Winning Corporate Grants [Howard Hillman, Marjorie Chamberlain] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Lists potential sources for corporate grants, offers advice on proposal writing and
interviews, and covers other pertinent information on successful grantsmanship.

Keep these characteristics of successful grant proposals in mind when you write a grant proposal. Finding
Examples of Successful Grant Proposals It is never too early to begin the grant proposal process once you
have a project in mind. As you research the grant writing process , it is helpful to examine examples of
successful grant proposals to get ideas. Fortunately, it is not necessary to spend money on copies of grant
proposal examples or on grant writing books because the Internet provides numerous free printable grant
samples. The following online resources have examples of successful grant proposals: The sample of a
successful grant proposal at this site walks you through the complete process beginning with the cover letter
and winding up with a sample letter format with all the details in between. White Physical Education Program:
Here is a copy of the Carol M. White Physical Education Program proposal, which won funding in The Grant
Doctor site has grant writing tips and an example of a successful grant proposal dealing with funding to
provide energy assistance to low-income families. This site offers over a dozen examples of successful
proposals ranging from animal health to management and breeding. All examples are in pdf format. Colorado
Grants has examples of proposals that have been successful and are printable. Additional Grant Writing
Resources When you are ready to start the grant writing process, the following websites can help you get
started: The UNC has a detailed grant writing guide. The guide can help you understand the grant writing
process, structure and the function of each section. The Appalachian Regional Commission site has an article
that provides a section by section discussion of the important types of information to include in a proposal.
The MCF has helpful grant writing tips. The site also explains the general proposal structure, section titles and
discusses each section of a sample proposal in detail. The Foundation Center site offers free grant writing
course. These resources can help you figure out the most important details to stress in a grant proposal. Grant
Writing Tips for Success Once you learn about grant writing, you can create a winning grant proposal. Here
are some tips to help you write a successful grant: Research every detail of your project to make sure it is
feasible before applying for a grant. Look for funding sources that typically fund similar projects. Consider
local grant funding sources first. Local sources increase your chances of success because of business
community loyalty. Start the grant writing and application process as soon as you know that your project is
viable. Submit the grant proposal before the deadline to make sure that it reaches the funding organization in
time. You can write a successful grant proposal with the right preparation. All of your hard work can make a
difference. Was this page useful?
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Chapter 3 : Students, Schools Win Scholarships, Grants at Goodyearâ€™s 19th Annual STEM Career Day
The art of winning corporate grants by Howard Hillman, , Vanguard Press edition, in English.

Consultants draw high fees for shaking money trees. Some time spent with fund-raising books reveals that the
best trees are often close to home, sometimes growing in your own yard. And, with planning, you can shake
them yourself. Most organizations fail to assess their opportunities and end up spinning their wheels by
looking for foundation grants, asserts Howard Hillman in The Art of Winning Foundation Grants. The book
not only tells how to apply for grants, but how and when notm to apply. This trilogy of books by Mr. Hillman
provides a lucid look at grantsmanship, which is simply written yet avoids the oversimplification found in
most how-to books. The books give good advice: Hillman tells how to read The Foundation Grants Index and
other specialized books, and gives samples of everything from a good grant proposal to a letter written to a
foundation or corporation that turns you down. His tone is upbeat, encouraging , easy to understand, and
generally jargon-free. The book on government grants spends a deserved amount of space listing various
federal agencies, and even tells how to write for information and read federal publications. Hillman may have
been dazed by reading government regulations when he wrote this sentence: That and his list of questions
evaluators ask could benefit corporate grantmakers as much as grant seekers. Despite high expectations for
corporate giving, Mr. And he suggests many other ways, besides grants, in which businesses can help
nonprofits - prizes, loaned executives, advertising, or marketing help. All three books use a step-by-step
approach that removes to some degree the grantmaking mystique. Because these books were published
between and , a number of his exhaustive listings are out of date: Still, the principles remain. But alas, grants
are fickle. By far, more giving comes from individuals. Both books contain a lot of the same information. It
gives neat summaries at the end of each chapter - and includes a chapter on telephone solicitation. Joan
Flanagan emphasizes the pragmatic aspects of fund raising: She pushes simplicity and self-reliance: Flanagan
constantly exhorts the reader to ask, ask - ask for advice to avoid making unnecessary, or expensive, mistakes.
She herself claims to incorporate the ideas of people into the book. Its section on failures, while short, is
particularly good. The best defense, she says, is a good offense; her book is rich with advice on planning for
success. But the book is well indexed, and the quality of information makes up for the flaw.
Chapter 4 : Grantsmanship: The Art of Writing Winning Grants - University of Rochester Calendar
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

Chapter 5 : The Art of Winning NRPU Research Grants | irp
$ the art of winning corporate grants, by howard hillman. The art of winning government grants / by howard hillman,
trove: find and get australian resources.

Chapter 6 : Arts Education Foundation & Corporate Grants - Arts Education
The module description. The module is based on extensive research of authors on how to win research grants and why
projects are rejected. The workshop is unique in design and includes three major components as writing proposal,
industrial collaborations and financial planning.

Chapter 7 : The Home Depot | The Home Depot Foundation - Grants
Most organizations fail to assess their opportunities and end up spinning their wheels by looking for foundation grants,
asserts Howard Hillman in The Art of Winning Foundation Grants.
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The Art of Winning Foundation Grants [Howard Hillman] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Explains ten steps for obtaining foundation grants, discusses the ways in which foundations differ, describes
research tools.

Chapter 9 : Apply for a Grant | The Clorox Company
Our Veteran Housing Grants Program was created to help nonprofits fund the development and repair of multi-unit
veteran housing facilities. Awards typically range from $, to $, LEARN MORE.
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